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PREFACE 

11 The aim of art is to represent not the outward 

appearance of things, but their inward. signifi

cance: for this, and. not the external mannerism 

and. detail, ia their reality.n 

... ARISTOTLE1 

i 

I should like to set down some of the matters pevta.ining to tll.e 

psychological and. philosophical development of this project. In the 

main text of this paper I have listed. the processes, teohnioal prqblern.a 

and tools of the art of wood sculpture. Filtering in amon~ these con

s1d.erat1ons are some of the mental tangles as 1 encountered them. 

Wherever necessary, these problems of the mind. are exposed in relation 

to the actual carving process. It is here in the preface hl1at 1 prefer 

to take the reader farther back into the recesses of the mind to in

vestigate the intricate patterna of thought that somehow guide the eyes 

and. hands in the manipulation of the material. 

Let us consider Mr. Stagg, the man, as I see him. In physical 

makeup his figure is an ideal mode 1 for sculpture so far as 11\V opinion 

is concerned. His proportions are unique in that he stands six and a 

half heads tall, whereas the average man is between seven and eight 

heads in height. In add.ition, his is a physique that at one time dis

played a well developed rnusculature. His present build. is sufficient 

testimony. The arms are heavily muscled, the shoulders are well padded. 

and following the analysis to its logical conclusion, it is safe to say 

his entire anatomical makeup still preserves much of the development 
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that helped him blaze a path of fame in athletics. His waistline is 

full, creating in profile an out-curved line from shoulders to feet. 

Looking at his figure from front or back view, tlle proportions resemble 

a rectangle. A vertical line could be dropped from either shoulder to 

the oorresponiing foot \vith but little swelling at the h:lp.-oline. These 

conaideratione deal with line and volmne. It is necessary to deal with 

sculpture as a. space problem in which the f'in:\.ahed product h eeen in 

the mind as a Q)?ecific form displacing a certain amount of air. In othell 

Words, the sul>Jaot mu.sil be vhua.lbed. aa sculpture. l:Iow do the vo1Ul1le, 

the subordinate forms, tha textures, and surface planes feel to the 

hands? This tactile problem can be visualized in the mind just as sure

ly as one can tell how rougn a gravelled road or a piece of velvet will 

feel without actually touching either one. \7e can 11 see 11 texture as well 

as feel it. 

All too many people are space-blind, They are sufficiently aware 

of ordinary distances and volumes to meet their practical needs, but they 

have not taken the trouble to go beyond this first step of developroont. 

Athletes develop a finer sense of spatial awareness, as do dancers, act

ors, engineers, and architects. This lack of sensitivity to s~~ce rela

tionships on the part of the average man and woman helps to account for 

the poor response given to sculpture by the public. Of course, it is 

also true that story-telling, in the graphic sense, is poorly portrayed 

in sculpture. A painting can illustrate the details of an episode much 

more clearly. Sculpture 'nust be symbolic to a greater extent and con

sequently demands of its audience some knowledge of the thing symbolized. 

Hi~1est maturation cf hlle senses in connection with space problems 

is developed by the sculptor who does abstractions. He is working , 
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entirely with space relationships. He is continually trying to reveal 

some significant aspect of a form by means of integrating areas in space. 

F.xamples of such abstractions migll.t include attempts to put into sculp

ture the growth pattern of a plant, the flight of a bird (Bre.nousi), the 

spirit of anger or any other mood-~all divorced from realistic represen~ 

tation of physical characteristico. This process narrows the effort to 

one of seeking the ess(mt:l..al feature that creates the vitality of the form. 

Naturalistic representation must also consider this aspect of the spirit. 

It is not possible to aeparato reulism from abstraction, for is not ab ... 

straction another method o:f' arriving at tho ~ q_uality in any subjeo'lit 

Is not the spirit that permeates any form as much a part of realism as the 

surface detail? 

Perhaps I should mclce my stand on this q_uestion. Those outside 

characteristics belonging to Mr. Stagg that help to tell hinl from Mr. 

Johnson or Mr. Freeman are only part of the realism connected with the 

man. There is something over and above these details that helps our 

recognition. Tllat ~omething else is what I choose to call his spirit

spirit in a Ja.rger sense than cheerfulness or sadness, though the1·e is 

something of each involved. To be successful in this portraiture I must 

achieve the spiritual quality ~1at belongs to the subject. This intan

e;ible is far more important than any photographic similarity that could 

be shown in facial descri?tion. 

I should like to maka an attempt -. .;o get at that spiritual essence 

possessed by Mr. Stagg. 'ie all have o·-J.r own particular qualities in this 

respect, but Mr. Stagg is truly one of our great men today, and to dis

cover what lies behind hi; greatness i to make the problem of registering 

his strengtr. that much cl _,a,rer. 
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Mr. Stagg stands for something conceded to be a great force in 

American athletics. His code of living, playing, and fighting, and his 

lifetime spent in guiding young men accordi~ to his standards for these 

activities, have stamped him as a veritable monument in the eyes of our 

youth. There is stren6th in the name Stagg, strength in the man, and in 

the eyes that watch so keenly as boys continua to pass under his tutel~. 

This strength j,a moral, a kind of :pillar lacking in the St:!:'Uoture of ~y 

so-called suco~ssful men who grew into power during Mr. St~g 1 s years. IJe 

has never compromised his position when opportunitie• for doing so were 

plentiful. RiB teams could have had the wiming side of many a. 70-0 tally 

had he wished to sacrifice a belief. Other men did fall victims to that 

tarnished word success, they sold themselves short to make balances in the 

temple long, but their names will long since have been forgotten when the 

name Stagg will stand as a symbol for the good .American., All of this is 

back of the man, He is finishing his fifty-second year of working with 

boys in team sports. His shoulders are bent, his step is slower, and his 

?rords are hesitant at times, but these are things of the flesh, not the 

soul, Mr. Stagg is as strong today as ever before, He is as rugged as 

the early pioneer who had a belief too: a belief that he could make of 

this land a home for his family and his dreams. The pioneer accomplished 

his task and the land breathes of his conquest. Mr. Stagg is a pioneer 

too. He is a straightforward, honest citizen who has his feet resting on 

the soil of his faith. A sculpture of him must register this simple power. 

In the face of the combined physical-spiritual pattern of Mr. Stagg's per-

aonality I often felt hopelessly lost. There were days when I could not 

force myself to tackle the job. Fortunate·.y, tllere ware other days, 

nights, and mornings when my vision was clear enough to see what I was 
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trying to do. 

Another important factor is that of the audience. The message, once 

sean, now has to be brought home to the obse1~er. And who is this obser

ver? Is he a sophisticated critic whose basis for Judgment rests on art 

principles? No. This piece of sculpture is not intended. for a museum 

where competitive works bid for honors. Is this audience n~e up of 

ever;rd.ay men a.n.d. women who know of the l'llallT Shall I appeal to them? It 

would seem so. How abo~t my own feelings? How would I execute this com

position if I wer~ doing it for myself alone? Critics are certain to ~n

ter the audience at one time or another. Average men and women will be 

the major group concerned.. My own feelings have to be considered, The 

finished product must have some of the qualities the critic wants to see 1 

it must satisfy those observers who look for surface detail, and it has 

to meet my own standards. That is the nucleus of the problems concerning 

the audience. Not a simple goal for a novice who has yet to win applause 

for any one of the three kinds of observers! 

My preference in the matter would. lead me to create a mora impres

sionistic representation--blood-brother to abstraction, No doubt my wian 

to do the composition in this way would meet with approval by art critics 

(providing I was successful). After all, in this case I am not my own 

voice in the matter. I am taking on the job of representing the voice of 

the people: saying about this mw. what they would want said.. In accept

ing this responsibility I will find ample opportunity for exercising my 

lll1agination as well as what skill I can bring into play. 

The combat between ideas and creative impulse rages continually 

during the carving and plrmning. It may very well be that this failure 

to have a definite end in mind and pursuing it to its logical conclusion 
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accounts for cross criticism of results. It also has a great deal to do 

with the fact that masterpieces are sometimes produced. Following rigid 

channels of thought, inflexible rules and inhibitions, and heeding only 

popular demand have devastating results on art expression. 

I should like to make one further point. This is in relation to tne 

material. The medium used is Jarrah wood. It is hard enoup)1 to sue&est 

strength, red enough to impl¥ Wa.l"lnt1l, and yet soft enough to be in sym.. 

pathY with the generosity of the man portrayed. Stone is cold~ It would 

be more suitable to a portraiture of a Rockefeller, aertain~y not a Stagg. 

Wood is a material that comes from a growing life-form, rooted 1n the 

ground. It takes its strength gradually aa the years roll by. Vlhat 

better choice of medium could be made? 

.At this point the rea.O.ar may or may not agree with me when I say that 

the diverse pattern of mental gymnastics undergone by the artist demands 

more understanding than the observer of his work can fathom. .Aside from 

the psychological and philosophical relationships there are the technical 

aspects of the creative effort. These latter considerations will be found 

in the text of the paper. 

It must be remembered that the durability of the expression itself 

is not alone dependent upon the artist's ability to incorporate all the 

factors I have mentioned. If the piece of art work cannot stand by it

self, in the eyes of all, then the artist has failed. If he has managed 

to reach into the inexplicable depths of feeling, bringing out a form of 

expression that touches a ;najority of the appreciative audience as well 

as the less sensitive members of that group, he has succeeded. Time is 

~le ultimate mediator. 
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11-JTRODUCTl ON 

Inasmuch as it has been agreed that a work of art is to take the 

place of the usual written thesis 1n meeting the requirement for the 

degree Master of Arts, this paper is submitted as an auxiliart factor-

not as the theds itself, It is understood that the sole basie for 

Judgment shall rest upon the acceptability of the art work• in this 

case, a wood ac\llpture of Mr. Amos Alonzo Stagg. With this information 

in mind I dec~~~d that a positive value would be developed if some of 

the problems, aesthetic and otherwise • which arose during the process 

of evolving the ecu Jpture, were exposed, 

Many artists, wri tars, and musicians have attempted to put into 

words soma of the feelings they had during their creative periods. How~ 

ever, there is a danger in such exposition. If the written material 1s 

divorced from the creative work itself, reader and writer are left with.

out a basis of reference. There is also th.e possibility that in re

creating, so to speak, either the problems have been enlarged in the mind 

and consequent~ dramatized, or they have taken on less meaning since 

their solution. It is not possible for the reader to grasp fully the 

gamut of psychological reactions and impulses that overtake the artist 

at work. However, it is possible to lay before the reader the expression 

itself, accompanied by an analysis of the problems and a review of remem

bered highlights and depressing events. Such is the purpose of this 

paper. 

Stockton, California 

January 23, 1942 

R. H. R. 
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CHAPTER I 

BEG IHNilJGS .ARE M.ADE 

Ylishing to avoid the kind of research that leads to endless brovrsing 

through books and magazines for source material, and which leads to a 

compilation of facts, figt~es ru1d opinions, I chose this project as more 

fitting in the field of art. 'J.lhe first mentioned process of study fa.1ls 

to impress me as an appropriate technique for the working artist, In 1). 

great many branches of study such a procedure would unioubtedly be su~t

able. Research of so exacting and mechanical a nature would be profi1;a.Qle 

for the art-minded student if he were intendipg to become a museum curator 

or a lecturer in art. These are scholarly professions and require a great 

deal of lmowledge concerning the past, but the artist who wishes to ex

press himself will avoid cluttering his rnind with too dusty antiquity; he 

will attempt to portray life from the vantage point of his own observa~ 

tiona and feelings, Of course, there is nru.ch to be gained from study of 

previous ages, much that will help in tlle interpretation of our own times, 

But again this method of background development can be overdone, One who 

lives in a world of words and mental impressions gathered second-hand has 

little reserve power for dynamic expression of his own. Feeling, the ere-

ative impulse, and the tools of the artist are difficult to integrate if 

the artist splits his attention. Expressing the srune idea in reverse, one 

may say it is also unwise for the working artist to put into words his 

personality approach to ruw creative problem. If he does so he usually 

bogs down under pressure of dull and empty phraseology which poorly rep-

resents his feelings. There is reason to agree with Henry Moore, contem-

pora.ry English sculptor, who says, 11 It is a mistake for a sculptor or a 
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painter to speak or write very often about his job. It releases tension 

needed for his work. By trying to express his aims with rounded off logi-

cal exactness, he can easily becotne a theorist whose actual work is only 

a caged-in exposition of conceptions evolved in terms of logic and. worda,111 

However, in th:l.s case, the creative work is done and. th.e 'l'll'iting of this 

paper interferes in no we,y with the art activity. 

Another ~pproach to the question of artists and th.eir efforts relates 

to the teaching of art. Dr. Stephen Pepper of the University of Oalifo~ia, 

writing for tbe October, 1941, issue of P~assus, says, "•••the only oo~ 

patent teaohex- for the creation of aesthetic values is a I®n who himself 

creates them--the creative artist himself," This statement scratches most 

deeply when it touches the minds of public school administrators who ex-

pact to get a "walking encyclopedia11 plus a creative artist when hiring 

an art teacher. A man prepares either to teach creative art or to lecture 

on its cultural values--to do both is out of the realm of possibility, 

Occasionally a person is found who can teach on one side of this picture 

better than on the other • but who can do both well enough to 11get by11 • 

U nfortu.nately, the 11 getting by11 standard is only too prevalent. The work;... 

ing members of its union are doing great injustice to children--though it 

is ru1~zing how well students thrive in spite of the teachers. It is re-

grettable that opportunities for stimulating growth in the students have 

been stifled by teachers better fit fo~ clerical duties; that in the end, 

instructors of this ilk have succeeded in killing any interest that may 

have been ready for deveiopment. 

With these and othet- thoughts in nind, Miss Ward, Chairman of the 

1 
R. Faulknor, E. Ziegfeld., G. Hill. ,trt Tod.a.:i:. p. 152. 
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Art Department, and her associates developed this project in sculpture 

for me. I have regarded it as an opportunity for new experiencet person-

al growth, and in the end, a research value greater than at first imagined. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE CHOICE OF MATERI.ALS 

Sculpture ie accomplished in one of two ways. In the first, the 

process is one of cutting away the material until the desired form is 

revealed. In the second, form is evolved through the building up of ~ 

terial. ~he f~r~t mehl1od is called carving, or chiseling, ~d the Becond 

is termed mod~ling. Modeling is done in soft modia such as cla;r.. The 

harder materials, ranging from woQd to stone, call for tne cutting tec~

nique, Hence it can be seen that chiseling, or carving, is the more ~~11~ 

cate and at the same tillle bolder approach, The chiseling method allow• 

no patching of mistakes by the addition of new material where excess carv

ing has taken place, That which is taken away loses its place as a part 

of the finished product, and consequently one nru.st be fairly aure in his 

cutting. 

Thera is a great difference in sculptural materials, Just what can 

be done in s~one, in metal, in wood? Stone, beqause of its natnre, demands 

a close composition. Any extended forms must have support or the weight 

of the medi'Wll will promote fracture. Metal is the ideal material for lacy, 

extended areas because of its tensile strength. This explains, in part, 

why many of t~e statues done in metal are of animals in action poses, 

winged Mercurys, and other delicately balanced designs. No such result 

can be had in stone. Wood is the least permanent of these three media, 

and is somewhat a conprom1se, insofar as strength is concerned. It can 

support some extensions that would not be appropriate in stone, but it 

will not go to the limits of metal. Fxrther qualities of wood are its 

endless variety of surface beauty (grain), its long range of hardness and. 
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coloring, and its workability. 

Carving directly in wood is of great interest because no two pieces 

are exe,etly alike and each reacts to the tools differently. Furthermore, 

this range of differences mAkes selection of the proper wood for a speci

fic purpose an important preliminary step in sculpture work. 

It was my first idea to do the carving in stone, but that proved in~ 

advisable upon investigation. Of all the kinds of stone that could be 

used Italian ~rble was suggested by stone-cutters as the beat to be em

ployed by a be,~nnar. This stone is ot a white• salt-like texture in its 

natural state and upon seeing it in other sculpture I decided it was too 

cold and formal for my purposes, Then red sandstone was suggested by the 

stone dealers. It carves beautifully and is a most satisfactory material 

for technical tooling of the surface, Red sandstone describes itself by 

its name, though it is more rust-color than red. It, too, proved out of 

the question. It is unavailable without considerable expense for shipping, 

since it weighs approximately one hundred·pounds par cubic foot. As a 

matter of fact, any stone would have been a problem because of the mobility 

factor, 1 wanted to do a figure convosition requiring about four cubic 

feet of material, though in the end the amount used was leas. 

Wood seemed to be the ideal material. It met all of the requirements. 

Nearby lumber corxpanies could provide information about sources for unusual 

woods. The weight of this material was not so great that it could not be 

transported by automobile. There are so many kinds of wood that searching 

for the type suitable for this project became an interesting task. 

All the lumber companies 1 visited in Stockton were pessimistic about 

my chances of getting one piece of wood a foot square by three or four 

feet in length. Each con~ern advised the laminating together of smaller 
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sections to get the desired. d.ilmmsions. I rejected this idea. Assembling 

bits of material for sculpture so small is not necessary and has several 

disadvantages. The word small is used because the propoaed,dimonsions are 

relatively small. in conq:>arison with life-sized statuary where such putting 

together of sectionalized portions is often delle• A bloo:k: of wood made 

from joined sections all too often possesses areas of various grain direc

tions as wall as a wide runge in scale of workability. The and product 

can be successful or unaucceasfuJ. depending upon tha quality of the block 

and the skill o;f' the artist. Regarding the skill as constant, there is 

too much likelihood for variation in wood. quality for such a product aa 

this one. Personally, I like to avoid unnecessary riska in any job so 

important. 

Remembering a woodcarver's display I had. seen in Berkeley soma tima 

ago, I set out to see if t!w ovmar coul.1l be located. Fortunately, after 

many delays and blind leads, I found his studio. Mr. Alexander G. Weygars 

operates the Berkeley .Art Center and sells rare woods and wood sculpture 

of his own. His was the sculpt"Ll.l'e I had seen in a showcase 9everal years 

earlier and which somehow found a place in my memory. Mr. Weygars proved 

most helpful when questioned concerning kinds of wood to be used for por

trait-sculpture. I foun~ that such an undertaking was considered hazardous 

at best. The n1ost skillful of sculptors ID8S work in blond woods to test 

and display their virtuosity, but chances of failure are many, since light 

often glares over undercuts, destroying form in strategic places. This is 

not a negligible matter as the successful evasion of this circumstance 

requires keen foresight and study. To a great extent, sculptural form 

depends upon the distribuuion of light and shadow. Obviously, I could 

not chance my Jnck with a blond. wood s~.nce my experience in portrait-
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sculpture had not yet begun. I decided to do the project in a dark wood. 

~1ere are many varieties of wood in the range of color running from 

medium blond to black. Choosin~ from this selection must ta.ko into con

sideration other elements than color. .Any highllf grained wood possesses 

too much interest in itself to be used. In eAplanation of that statement 

let us suppose the object to be carved is to be an abstraction; a fo~n to 

be Judged on ih beauty as three-dimensional shape, line and. movement. In 

auch an exercis19 any natural beauty of the material must be allowed to 

have ita place in the final fo1·m--it adcls to the line, the shape, and the 

movement very rqt.l.ch as the meandering quality of a restless stream adds to 

its attractiveness as it winds its way to the aaa, This same quality seen 

in wood graining helps to decide the form to be developed. However, in 

dealing with portraiture, likeness is a prime consideration for the sculp

tor as well as for the audience. Any undue emphasis on graining merely 

serves to distract the eye, My problem narrowed to one of four aspects, 

The dark wood ought to be wann in color, it should have a minor degree of 

graining, there should be a fairly consistent texture for cutting purposes, 

and it should be of a hardness con~atible with durability, 

A further factor in choosing a wood is the attitude of the sculptor 

toward his material. Interest in a problem as stimulating as this one 

would be jeopardized if the m<lterial to be used were of a comnon type-

one that could be easily obtained by anyone. To work in an unknown medium 

on a new subject is of great value to the artist, even though the element 

of potential mistakes in handling is always present. New material awakens 

the curiosity, stimulates interest, and excites the imagination. 

Though teak wood was ~onsid.ered, my decision was to take a block of 

Australian wood called Jar~ah, which is dark red-rust in color, close 



grained like Philippine mahogany, and nearly as hard as maple. Mr. Weygars 

reduced the cost from a dollar a pound to fifty cents per pound when he 

discovered that I wanted to get about three cubic feet. He lowers his 

charge by half whenever anyone wishes to purchase over one cubic foot. 

This procedure has two purposes. Cutting a SIDc'1.ll piece of wood from ano

ther block rod~es the scale of any work that can be done in tbe ren~ining 

blook, consequently affecting its salability. Then, too, if ~orneone wants 

to do a large piece of w<lrk he 1a often frustrated by the initial cost of 

material unlesa a volume purcbk~se can reduce over-all charges. 

All rare imported woods are sold by Mr. Weygars at one dollar a pound, 

and at this writing are no longer being imported. It is logical to suppose 

prices will advance wherever the woods can be located, Lumber companies 

do not deal in these woods because they are unprofitable to handle. They 

are scarce, in lin11ted demand, and when demand is made the specifications 

are for irregular shapes, As a result, odds and ends were all that were 

ever shipped to this country except for advance orders. Marketing the 

woods is difficult because the clientele is select and scattered. This 

lack of a centered buying public accounts for the difficulty encountered 

by the novice attempting to procure such rare woods in specific propor

tions. In other words, the dealers are not easily located. 

Jarrah wood is nearly as heav-t per unit as teak and for this reason 

any sizable block becomes quite expensive at a dollar a pound. The piece 

obtained was eight inches square by tv1enty-four inches in length. Weigh

ing approximately thirty-t.wo pounds, the block would have cost as many 

dollars had not Mr. Weygars made his reduction in price. 

Means of protecting wood until it is to be carved are of first 1m-
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portance to the wood sculptor. Being responsive to climatic changes, 

wood actually expands and contracts as the weather becomes co ld-\"let or 

hot-dry. IJ.1he pores of the wood are subject to the penetration of ail· and 

if ~le air is w•t the wood swells •. Rapid temperature and h~dity changes 

stimulate equa~ly quick expansion or contraction in the wood. Such action 

invariably produces cracks, or splits, in the woocl. These openings are 

termed checks when they ar•:~ not seriously largo, A check is not dangerous 

in ita first s't;age if caueJ;lt at that time; generally it will go about one ... 

half to one and a half inches into the block. A depth of this degree might 

be serioua. if the desired sculpture demanded such a oloae pro:diility to ~le 

outer surface of the block at ~1at point, but usually, on a fairly large 

work, several inches of the outer section are removed. However, if the 

check is left untreated it will slowly advance inward, resulting in a bad 

split in a vital area. To defend against such a danger, one of several 

procedures can be followed. If the block is undamaged and whole at the 

time of acquisition, and has been shaped into a rectangular fona by a mill, 

one can bathe it in shellac until the wood refuses to absorb any more, 

leaving the excess on the surface. This surface shellac should then be 

wiped off and ~1e block left to stand in a place where temperature changes 

are not radical. Shellac acts as a filler of the pores, hardening and 

creating a barrier against the air's invasion. Should some of the pores 

prove to be unfilled and showing evidence of checking, more shellac should 

be applied at those points. Liquid paraffin can also be used. The wood 

will then close, forcing the hardening shellac, or paraffin, to the sur

face where it stands out in relief as though squeezed out--which has actu

ally happened! These small checks do not disappear. They merely go no 
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farther into the block to endanger the central core where the cuttin::; is 

to be done. Paraffin can be used as the first protective coating where 

shellac was mentioned. rrhe wn.x:-like quality of paraffin effectively covers 

the wood and keeps out the air, but it; is more apt to be chipped away, 

t?.llowing expoam•e if the block is hMdled to ony extent before cutting is 

undertaken. MM-Y other kinds of wood-fillers with Val'iou.a trade names are 

on the market, 1:ru.t their cost ia h;tgh p,ntl they ~:tre no more effective. It 

must be stated t:n.at a well seaaoned block of· wood can stand uutreated for 

perhaps six monthQ, or lon.ger, without fea1• of serious cllecking if the 

weather is eufficient ly even in nature. Too, it should be understood. that 

s~ch precautions as have been listed are intended particularly for wood 

saved. for sculptural purposes rather than for construotion. Otherwise, 

crdinary care is ad.equato for protection of the wood when small checks 

are not of great consequence. Both shellac and paraffin were used on the 

Jarr!'Jh woo'l since several checks appeared. in the block early in the sketch

period. of the project. 

Many carvings are made in wood. having large cracks along its grain. 

Usually this material has been taken directly from some fallen t~·~e and 

has split while exposed to the vrl1ims of nature. Such splits always occur 

along the path of the grain, and. if they are flowing or dynamic in line 

they may enhance the a})pearance of the resultant form-admitting the raw 

material as found. and adding interest to the form arrived at t:n.rough the 

conbined hands of the elements and man. 
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EST.ABLISHilU 'J'l:(E COMPOSI 1.riON 
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Mr. Amos Alonzo Ste.gg was the model chosen for the sculpture. The 

choice was prorupted by Dr, Tully C. Knoles who was to have been the sub

ject for the study. Dr. Knoles preferred that his close friend and 

fellow worker, Mr. Stagg, be oelected. At this point it became nece§~ 

sary to develop the preliminary sketc.hes for the purpose of deciding 

upon a corqpooition sui tab 1e to the CJ.imensiona of the wood. 

Because Mr. S ta.gg is a busy man, and. probably would h.a.ve h.ad to 

inconvenience himself in order to act as model for long sessions of 

sketching, I chose to use photobTapha. Mr, Robert Bastian did the 

excellent photography required for source material. Seven views were 

taken; four full-length and three of the head in close range for facial 

characteristics. These pictures were printed seven by twelve inches. 

Using the photographs as guides I made many sketches, simplifying the 

volumes wherever possible and reducing detail to what I considered a 

minimum for such a sculpture. Michelangelo is credited with having made 

the statement that any good statue should be so COir!IJOsed that it could 

be rolled down a hillside without suffering loss of any of ita essential 

parts. Somehow that thought embodies the silJ!lle core of truth that many 

contemporary sculptors could heed, though it must be admitted that 

Michelangelo was referring to stone sculpture. However. a work that has 

portions of itself extended beyond the principal form has little appeal 

for one who favors stron{~ sculpture because such laoiness au.ggesta ner

vousness, seems to possess a lack of solidarity, and in general loses 

power. Delicacy, as a dominant characteristic of a sculpture, seems out 
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of place, though such a feeling is entirely personal. Again, the material 

used and the subject studied have a lot to do with the COir!POsition at

tempted, 

Opinions o£ many of Mr. Stagg' a __ admirers contributed in tha final 

selection of a do~1rable cox~osit~on for the sculpture. T.ne mQst satis~ 

:factory a.tt;l.tutl~ of the ;f~gure Wo'Q.l.d be tP..~ one that st:l.tmll.a.t~;~d. a sp~;trl:; 

o£ reoognit~on fgr ~~e gr.~atest n\Ynber of peqple~ It is o~rtain that 

th~,:~re are JI!~Y thous~ds of men Md women who wo-q,ld be a.b l,e to ;\.dentify 

Mv, Stagg ~ ~ orowd, ij~ has appear~d before audiences all 4~~ prQ

fl;lssional li:t'e gnd ~s known well from d.~stant pg~nts of ob@e~va.t~on just 

as surely as he is known in person-to~person re~ationship~. lt is no 

umsual phenomanon that accounts for such recognizable tra1ts of distin,a ... 

tion in the case of Mr, Stagg--it is true in every situation where people 

are well known to one another, How do you recognize your friend down the 

block when you cannot see his face or any of the minutiae that strunp him 

as so-and-so? There is something about hia stance, his build, his very 

movements that set him apart from all others. This amazing 11 soiOOthing" 

that we all recognize but cannot exactly define because of the conplex 

details that make up the whole, is the exact spirit of an individual that 

must be captured above all else in a portrait sculpture. Without it no 

amount of accuracy in registering facial detail would avail. "Every part 

is disposed to unite with the whole," wrote Leonardo da Vinci, 11 that it 

may thereby escape from its own incompleteness."! In other words, the 

whole precedes the part and. must be envisioned before proceeding to the 

part. ~his view emanates from those psychologists who hold to organismic 

1 W. D. Teague, ~~This Day, 194o, p. 98. (used as chapter sub-heading) 

~--
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ideas concerning the structure of human behavior, and for that matter, 

life itself. As a principle for the artist there could be no better 

basic assumption before beginning any form of expression. A whole can-

not be built from random parts out of relation and be an integrated whole ... -

any part out of harmony in such an attempted construction will nullify 

any possibility of success for that potential whole to accomplish its 

ends. ~his, th~n. is the sculptor's first task in attacking anr preble~; 
he must first consider the whole and proceed to the parts as their re~~ 

t ionships are g;J.arified, evan though the prime ~oae of h1s expressio.n 

is to achieve likeness. How could likeness evolve successfully without 

the intangible spirit of the recognizable whole? The sculptor, like all 

artists, must train himself to look beyond the surface impressions as 

would be gathered by a c~era. Great photographers are the first to 

admit that the roovement of snapping the shutters is the least of the 

considerations given their art, the greater part of their study being 

focused on what the camera will register in total effect when the action 

of the shutters takes place. 

The photograph of the finished sculptur~ should testify as to the 

general inpression of the whole figure--whether one glance identifies 

the man portrayed or whether secondary investigations are necessary. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONSIDERATION OF SOME ART ELEMENTS 
RELATED TO SCULPTURE 
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Now that the requirements for the conposition to be undertaken for 

the study had been sa.tiefied, hlle next series of considerations began 

wl1en cutting waa well under way. It is fitting that the sculptor heed 

basic art ele~p.ta regardless of his materials, He knows that, in deal-

1ng wi tb. !o:rm ~n tl1rea-dirnono ional apace, there are a.<ldi tional fundSln~m-

tale to be recognized besides those connected with two-dimensional EU't!l. 

No discussion of sculpture could be well on its way until the art 

elements have been included. Sculpture concerns itself with volumes; 

variations of the cube, cylinder, and. cone, while the structural elements 

may be said. to be line, texture, and movement, The first group of these 

elements deals with kinds of volume, while the last three have to d.o with 

surface aspects--though there is invariably an intermingling of the two 

groups in prod.ucing satisfactory results. It must also be borne in mind 

that. while these elements are of ilr!Portance, the accon~lishrrent of 

pleasing relationships between them does not necessarily i~ly- the best 

in art expression. An artist may succeed in producing a lasting value 

in his efforts and yet h~.:we apparently ignored many of these art elements. 

Following a book of rules may end in the solution of a problem for the 

mathematician but in the field of expression rules are but the flexible 

framework within which the artist exercises his inngination and. ability. 

The successful artist is one who captures a mood, or a strong feeling, or 

sends out a message that has a deeper core than does an act of reporting 

or story-telling. 
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Be that as it wcy-, :i.t behooves the artist at least to survey his 

tools, whether ~1ey be axioms or implements of his traae. Just to chisel 

the form of a clothed. leg-form fr01n a block of material involve a thou@.t 

about each of the elements liatecl. The liml formed by the baclt of the 

leg, from llip to heel, must not be impeded by too many detailed descrip

tions of folds &nd creases that, in the end, would serve only to break 

down the fj,jeling of the whole by centering attention on tlle part. Rotate 

the sculpture Juot a fraction, or move your own point of view a.round the 

form. What is happening to that ~own-sweep of the trouser-leg now? I~ 

it broken too mu.cll? Is the fe~ling of the total movement of contour 

stopped or a.re the few folds ascending the trouser .. leg suf:t'1eiently sim ... 

ple to describe the form and allo\T the movement of the line to function? 

Multip~ that brief deliberation by the number of various positions from 

which a sculpture may be observed and you have a beginning toward under~ 

standing line and movement in space, 

Now think of the roundness of the form--that feeling received when 

the hands grip a baseball bat. Does the sculpture seern to convey that 

quality of rotundity despite endless variety of surface treatment? You 

ara giving thought to that basic element of form called the cylinder. 

Look at the surface. You know it to be wood, but in receiving a 

quick impression of the whole does tile leg-form seem to have the quality 

of olo~l Of trousers? You are now thinking about texture. The artist 

must keep the total quality of wood, be forceful in his tool-handling and 

still manage to give a :feeling of the material he is portraying. Balan

cing rough textures with smooth ones is a task of no mean proportions and 

the sculptor often creates his variations with the various shaped chisels 

at his command, allowing some cuts to remain Ju.st as the tool bit them 
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out and sanding others down where smooth areas are desired. 

What about the cube? As a form by which proportions ma;r be seen 

readi ~ the cube has no equal. Tb.e first stages of the sculpture stay 

close to the cubic shapes because relationships between areas can be main-

tained easilf through comparison of tbe flat planes on the sides of the 

cubes. As a matter of faot, there is one group of artists ~ho work entire~ 

ly in cubic relationsQ1ps, preferring to ~ave the f1n1she~ fona in a oo~ 

position of p~anea. T4ey enjoy tbe sug~estive qualities of the geo~tr~o 

inter-dependency, Th~~e artists are grouped under the cl~ssification ot 

Cubists, ~d their oontributionq to tAe field of expres~ion are val~bl~, 

To get back to the subject at hand, when the preliminary cubic shapes are 

definite~ established the artist proceeds to round off the parts. An 

unusual goal is kept in mind at this point-seemingly contradictory in 

nature. While the attempt to achieve proper cylindrical forms is being 

made, effort is also directed toward keeping the feeling of the rectangu

lar block from which the sculpture is being carved, This ·is done because 

the sculptor wianes to convey a relation between his sculpture and the 

block of material from which he shaped it. This is particuJ.arlf true 

when the subject is to be carved from a prescribed block of material. 

Sometimes, however, a work of sculpture is planned to fit a certain area 

in relation to a building or a parkway, and in this case the material may 

be chosen to fit the desired sculpture. 

In looking at the sculpture of Mr. Stagg one will observe that some 

areas are greatly simplified and that the whole form still suggests a long 

rectangular block. This happened partly by plan and partly by accident. 

No work of art evolves without the exigencies of accidental events that 

go into the result with evident harmony. These occurrences cannot be 
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foreseen or counted upon as bound to enhance anything begun. More often 

than not they are tragic or just don 1 t add up to IIIIlCh in the end. Some-

times a quality begins to show itself that was not planned. in the begin-

ning, but w.b.ioll ia illllnediatel.y Cfll.Pitalized upon as it become$ evident, 

Such was the oa~e when the squareness of the sculpture und.er gonsicl.eration 

began to ahow ita possibility as a value. 

One ot4e~ (~tor remains to be discussed. It will be s~en at on.oe 

that the sculpture has an effect of over-shed treatment; t)la.t the quality 

of ohun~:\neu has been ernpha11ize!;'l. \Vhon the tol"'D arrived. ll.t this poiJtt l 

decided. to stop outtin~ rather than proceed to actual scale reproduot~on, 

The observer will ask why. What value accrues from putting something 

there that is not present in the model? But the aspect of over-sized 

proportions !! present in the model. To gain that spirit of which mention 

was made earlier, this one property mu.st be emphasized. To have gone on 

reducing the figure to approximate scale reproduction would have served 

to diminish the importance of the eaulpture: it wou~~ have caused the 

figure to appear smaller than it was and consequently lessen its eigni-

ficance. Monumentalizing of the sculpture produces a meaningful quality 

which is augmented by the simplification of the smaller shapes within the 

whole. It is also tl"'la that in good sculpture, enlarging of the features 

causes them. to function as form or design. Stripping details from the 

total form aids the eye in taking in the whole sculpture without becoming 

fixed on any minor part. It must be remembered that the purpose of all 

sculpture is to express the essential character of the subject-matter. 

In art it is distinctly out of keeping with any goal save story-telling 

to go into tangent descriptions. Such irrelevant expositions are intima

cies reserved for close associates whose individuation of their friend's 
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personality goes much further than is necessary for the purposes of the 

sculptor. 
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CHAPTER. V 

DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE SCULPTURE 

In this ehapter I shall set forth my method of procedure in devel~" 

ing the sculpture of Mr. Stagg~ ~4any sculptors begin their work by pre~ 

paring a model in cla3~ Advant~es of such an approach are evident. 

Uearly all prQblems can be ironed out in this easily worked. II!atlilrial and 

once a sa.1;1sfa,otqry result is obtained it is only necessary to reprod.u(le 

tl1e model :\.n the more parl!k:'Ulent material. Personally, I favor the more 

direct method of beginning irnmediate :cy in the final material a,nd deve1~ 

oping the form as I go along. \'/hen this method is used the artist is 

working continually toward arriving at a solution that is in harmony with 

the Inaterial as well as avoiding a sort of dual execution, which in itself 

is lacking in direct vitality. A disadvantage of the model-to-actual~ 

reproduction technique is found in the danger of forgetting the material 

in which the sculpture is fine,lly to be carved while concentrating on the 

pl~ of the clay. Experienced sculptors seldom fall prey to this pitfall 

since they know their materials so well that it is possible for them to 

keep in mind the qualities of one material wllile working out the design 

in another. In such cases these sculptors feel they are saving time in 

placing ~1e composition more firmly in mind before proceeding to the final 

carving. Painters often use the small model device as a means of visu.a-

lizing the three-dimensional relationships in their subject-matter~ Soma 

painters will use this method in preference to working from nature, feel-

ine that nature offers too many distractions. Thomas Denton claims his 

paintings are built upon such foundational study. I feel that tll.e direct 

method stimulates more interest and excitement because the form develops 
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before the eyes and changes as mood and inclination dictate--all at a 

time when the artist is in a creative state of mind and when working in 

the permanent material. In this way the permanent medium houses all of 

the tangents of dynamic expression as well as the evidences of moments of 

delicate decisions. The final work is therefore the one and only ex~le 

of an unleash~d tension that has becom~ resolved. If the work of art is 

good then it need not be reproduced mechanically in order to get it into 

Of cour~e, one cannot a,ttack the pro'blem of portra1 t ... sou1ptura wi tll, ... 

out first working out a few ideas before beginning in the wood or stone, 

My first steps involved the developll'lent of sl~etches which would aid in 

establishing boundaries for the cutting. These sketches are most helpful 

when the block of material has lost ita rectangularity following the 

initial rough-out work. In dark wood, such as walnut or redwood, a white 

pencil is excellent for drawing the general outlines directly on the block. 

I used such a pencil on the Jarrah wood. From time to time it is neces~ 

sary to redraw the lines on the block, since continual carving removes 

the earlier tracings. 

Following the rough-out stage, which is pictured in the illustr~ 

tions, all carving is done in the cubic shapes. .An arm appears as a long, 

box-like form with flat planes on all sides. When each area has been 

checked and is found to be in proper relationship with ita neighbor. 

rounding of the forma is begun. In this sculpture the head was the last 

volume to be rounded out, since the block must be handled so much during 

cutting. Any jolt on a finished fonn such as the head might break some 

vital part. All the small blocks taken from the original piece of wood 

are saved for smaller carvings. 
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When rou:alirg of all the volumes has been accomplished, it is time 

to put finishing touches on the various portions. Decisions are made 

concerning choioee of s~·faces, lines of movement, and shapes of volumes. 

These choices gre arbitrary and are never dictated.by the sketches. SoroB 

artists faithfully follow their working models, but this is too mechanical 

a procedure to be of use in every case. It is necessary only when the 

working model 's serving as the key for a casting or a huge monument. m4e 

wood often e~;bits interesting potentialities after having been out into, 

and while the large gen,ral forms of the original plans are maintained, 

much can be done within them to lln'l,h.@ll.ee the scu.lptural. effeot1venetu:s of 

the finished :t'Ornl. For this reason a sketch ~:~h.ould not be ao intrtcate 

in its details that it brings up troublesome doubts as the carving pro~ 

ceeds. The sculptor must feel free to express any impulse that overtakes 

him during his work, If he is limited, his expression is apt to have a 

quality of tightness, a lack of fluid interpretation, and a weakness 

characteristic of the rule-followed method. Oonsequent:cy-, during the 

process of carving many little changes appear in the sculpture that do 

not show in the plans. 

Tools used in carving can run into a vast assortment of scrapers, 

veiners, gouges, and a variety of wood files. In my collection the range 

included about three sizes of gouges • or semi-circular shaped biting edges; 

the same number of flat chisels from narrow quarter-inch edges to half

inch types, and two or three veiners of various widths. Veiners are V

shaped chisels. I also used a small stencil-knife and a sloyd knife, which 

looks like a kitchen paring-knife on a little larger scale. Many of the 

chisels have curved shafts leading to the cutting edge. These changes in 

shaft-design give the tool a greater degree of maneuverability for getting 
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aro"Wld extended forms. I had one small set of Miller's Falls woodcarving 

tools, shaped like the larger tools, and useful in doing detailed carving. 

For greater effectivenesa in cutting a mallet is usea to drive the chisels 

into the wood. A croquet mallet, with a sawed-off handle, is good for 

this purpose though many professional carpenter's and woodcarver's mallets 

are to be had ~t nearly any haraware store. Wooden mallets are superior 

to rubber or ~etal hammers. A metal hammer sho~ld rarel¥ be used on wood~ 

carving chisel$ because the metal damages the wooden hand1es of the chisels. 

Ru.bber bands Q'Q.t trom old. inner tubes oan be atretohed over the head of a 

metal hammer ~o render it less harmful to the chisels, Rubber mallets are 

not satisfactory because the rubber has too much resiliency, bouncu1g back 

almost as energetically as it is driven at the chisel and carrying little 

power to drive the chisel into the wood. In place of the prescribed mal

let I used a small section of a limb of Paradise wood, It was shaped just 

right for the hand to grip and had enough. weight to give the chisels a 

quick drive when tapped. It was an w1usual mallet to be sure, but a func-

tional tool at any rate, A vise with a jaw extension of at least eight 

to ten inches is advisable when doi~g wood-carving. The vise should be 

bolted to a heavy table or bench that is strong and well based to a floor. 

There are also many types of olanps that can be employed for holding the 

wood. In working on the sculpture of Mr. Stagg I didn 1 t find it necessary 

to use a vise or clamps because the wood was large and heavy enough to 

allow working freely without having the wood move with each blow of the 

mallet. 

There is a right and wrong direction of wood grains insofar as carv-

1ng is concerned. If the clliseling is done against the grain (not across 

it) some uiipleasant results will follow. It is wise to establish this 
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grain direction at ome. When this is done there are few chances of run-

ning afoul. because of the wood, providing the carving proceeds along the 

grain--not against it. However, grain can become fickle, deciding to 

change directions at some point along the length of the patterning. This 

is probablY' due to a growth peculiarity. When su.ch a spot is located in 

a block of wood it is uBually discovered by aooident. From that time on 

the carver lllU.3t re~nember at what points grain d,ireoticmo ohf:l.tl.gt, Other ... 

wise a large Q4ip of wood may split aw~ in pl~e of the u~ual curled 

l!lhaving. 

A n1l!nber of means are available for creating D. textured qu.rfaoe when 

desired. For the small cuts on the shirt, the hair. and the base, 1 used 

a small hand-gouge. Final shaping of the forms within the shirt and head 

volumes was actually done with this small gauge. The texture was not ad.-

ded to an already smoothed out surface. Smooth areas are worked down with 

chisels followed by various kinds of wood files and sandpapers. Some 

woodcarvers object to the use of sandpaper because it deposits particles 

of glass in the pores of the wood, thus destroying the quality of pure 

wood as well as scratching the surface. In place of the sandpaper a car-

borundum paper may' be used, or emery paper, which is an abrasive of silicon 

carbide having less injurious action when used on wood. Since' ~arrah is 

so hard ! chose to use several degrees of sandpaper in the shaping of the 

smooth areas. Roughest paper was used to work off the chisel marks. 

Medium rough paper was employed to remove the deep scratches left by the 

previous sanding. Finest sandpaper worked the surface to its present 

state--wherever smooth areas occur. This treatment was followed by 

brushing, executed with a small shoe brush. 

Finishing the wood requires nearly as much time and patient parse-



verance as the carving. The sculptor should try to keep the natural 

appearance of the wood surface while putting on a protective coating of 

wood filler. ~o do this he must destroy the idea of a 11coa.ting"beoa:use 

there should be nothing between the wood and the observer. Wax is not 

an artificial covering like lacquer or paint, but is rubbed into the wood, 

allowing the grain to appear on the surface. Vla.xing, however, is the last 

step. 

The Jarr~ wood was a deep rust-red when out into and exposed, I~ 

could not be l~ft in this state because of the danger of moisture absorp

tion and the effect of temperature changes which would avep,tually oau~Je 

splitting. Rot is also a. circumstance to be guarded against in long range 

protection plans. I rubbed raw linseed oil and turpentine in tbe wood to 

bring out the rich coloring, Denatured alcohol was next applied, This 

was necessary because tb.e oil had gone on a little too thick~ in places 

and needed to be pulled out. The alcohol helped in leveling out the 

coloring. A soft, lint1ess cloth soaked up any excess liquid on the sur-

face. The block was then set aside to abs~~b the oil and to dry. 

Shellac is a good filler, but if used full strength will turn the 

wood dark. Even though I thinned the shellac to some extent, it still 

turned the Jarrah wood darker than 1 was prepared to expect. When dry, 

shellac and all other clear wood protector~ have a shine that appears a 

little too much like a thin glass covering over the wood. This kind of 

finish cheapens a wood sculpture, obliterating the real beauty of the wood. 

If the shellac seams to be equally spread all over the surface and is dry, 

it should next be rubbed down with some abrasive. 1 used fine sandpaper 

and steel-wool. This removes all shine and brings the wood back to the 

surface. Pores of the wood are all filled, and this is the real purpose 
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for using any covering, or filler, at all. I also soaked the under aide 

of the base in shellac to prevent that area from becoming the gatewecy- to 

the interior. 

The application of paste wax: is th.e last step in the finishing. This 

serves to fill any of the pores that may have been missed by the shell~. 

l7a.x also give" a pleasant, du:U. sl;l.een to tl:le wood that enhances the nt:1,tural 

beauty. 

The copp~r name-pl&te was ep.g:ra.ved by a commercial eng:raver. The 

were all plan~$d and e~ecuted ·bafo~e l gave the oopper to \Ue engraver. 

Copper is darkened by a.nrnoni'llJllo-tsulphate or liver of sulpl:l:u.r, both of which 

act so rapidly that a mere brushing over the metal with a soaked.oloth 

will darken the copper immediate~. To lighten it again steel wool is 

employed. When the desired value of darkness or lightness is obtained a 

coat of shellac, lacquer, or varnish will fix the color at that point, 

Without such treatment the copper wouU! continue to darken until virtually 

black. Darkening of t~e metal was deemed proper because shinY copper 

would have been too demanding an area of color at the base of the sculp-

ture. The color chosen seems to be more in harmony with the wood. 

And now that a s"Wlllllal"y of the problems has been made concerning this 

project I feel it is time to ask the reader to turn to the sculpture it-

self. Approximately three-hundred hours of working time has resulted in 

this study which I have had the effrontery to label "Amos Alonzo Stagg". 
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EPILOGUE 

For granting your silent permission 

Allowing my mallet and chisel 

To intrude on your virgin beauty 

.And exposing tll.at to which I aspired, 

My thanks to you, 

0 block of 1mpa.ssive woodl 

R. H. R, 1-10-42 



APPE1IDIX 

The following illustrations will help to clarify some of the 

text material related to stages of the carving. 
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It is regretted ~1at mo~o photographs were not taken. To have 

done so wo~ld have been impractical becauae of the many ~nterruptions 

of work su.Qll. a procedm·c would entail, not to mention the ~conveni

ences of pa,Qlt;ing, transporting, nnd getting together of requ.1red 

paraphe~nal~a in the photography studio at the College of the Pao1f1o. 

If possible, it is advisable that tua sculpture 1 half be at 

hand during the reading of this little personalized paper, 
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. ··--- -t/J-1·' 

The set of :Buck's woodcarving tools used. L"'l 'executing the wood.. sculpture· of Amos Alonzo 
Stagg. Til.ose on the left are gouges. The little metal knife in the back;.-.cen.ter is a 
stencil knife. The stone (India mount) is a sharpening stone wit}l one edge thicker and 
rounder. tapering to a thin edge for getting between the sides of a vainer, or V-shaped 
tool--not shown. Chisels at right are flat-edged tools. 

A 
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Original block of Jarra..1. wood with rough line drawing on 
front. face. No1J3 indicated football which was later elim
inated. The block measures two feet in height by eight 
inches square. 
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" ' 

Front view of first rough-out stage, splotch on left side of base is 
paraffin, as is the running strip on the right·. Note first saw-cuts 
across legs. These were left after preliminary chipping away of out
side material. White lines have been redrawn on the rough surface. 
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Left side of original block--showing simplicity of working drawing. 
All wood outside the lines will be cut away on each face of the block. 
Note long strip of paraffin down left side of the block. This indi
cates the beginnings of a check which threatens to lengthen into a 
split if not sealed. 



-.; 

Left side roughed out. 
to the precise lines. 
and treatment. 

Observe that roughing out does not go down 
~~tra ~tterial allows for variation of ideas 
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Nearing the finish. Uote that right leg (of sculpture) has passed 
into the final step of smoot.iling and shaping, while left leg remains 
in semi-finished stage. The face is also nearing final development. 
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The finished sculpture. Conpare ;vith initial stages. Hotice treat
ment of the base--which still retains original eight by eie;ht inch 
dimensions. Final height of sculpture measures two feet, as did the 
block before carving. 
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